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Surfing Australia is a not-for-profit incorporated National Sporting Organisation. 
It was formed in 1963 to establish, guide and promote the development of surfing in Australia

Surfing is an iconic Australian sport, recreation and lifestyle with enormous growth prospects in Australia and 
abroad. Surfing Australia’s role is to effectively manage this growth through the continued development of the 
sport and recreation development pathway. Surfing Australia is Australia’s representative body on the International 
Surfing Association (ISA), of which there are 56 member countries, and is recognised by the Australian Sports 
Commission, the Australian Olympic Committee and is a member of the Water Safety Council of Australia.

Surfing underpins an important part of the Australian coastal fabric. It forms part of a lifestyle in which millions 
participate, and a mystique in which many millions more have a documented interest.

Vision:  To become a mainstream commercially sustainable sport and to promote surfing
   as an iconic Australian lifestyle.

Mission: We will grow surfing’s position and profile through successful working relationships with 
   our stakeholders, innovative thinking, the performance of Australian athletes and 
   a dynamic management team delivering world’s best surfing programs.

Values: Surfing Australia will: 
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As the newly appointed CEO of Surfing Australia commencing in March this year, 
I am pleased to welcome you to the new look Surfing Australia and to our Annual Report for 2009.

Surfing Australia has experienced significant change in the past 12 months. We have focused on a new commercial 
approach to take surfing to the main stream and importantly to ensure the long term growth and sustainability of the 
organisation and the sport alike. Our commitment is to become self sustainable and to be able to grow the sport in profile 
and participation and enhance the opportunities for all participants involved. This includes the continued global dominance 
of Australian surfers at the highest level of the sport.

every key department of Surfing Australia. There has been a review of all areas of the Surfing Australia sport pathway 
and overall business model resulting in many new initiatives being developed that will have dramatic positive effects on 
the sport nationally.

One of the most important changes and refocus has been towards the more effective alignment and uniformity of the 
state branches and their working relationship with the national branch. A committed shift 

streams in order to ensure stronger states with greater uniform national programming and 
more capacity to deliver enhanced grass roots programs to a broader participation base.

This refocus is being achieved through strategic planning workshops with key stakeholders 
and what we refer to as our commercialisation process. That is packaging our sport nationally 
and engaging the most professional respected team of sponsorship experts to sell our 

sport nationally will allow greater capacity for our sport to grow and become a more main 
stream iconic Australian Sport. This sponsorship acquisition process has been considerably 

To align with our commercialisation process we have moved our head office from 

strategically positioned ourselves in the heart and soul of surfing at Coolangatta on the Gold Coast, Queensland. 

The commitment to excellence at the highest level continues to be of paramount importance to Surfing Australia and 
our continued global dominance at all levels of surfing is testament to this. At the time of print of this annual report in 

World Longboard Champion, Australian surfers are currently leading the world tour for Men and Women and leading 
the World Qualifying Series for Men and placing 2nd for Women.  This is an outstanding achievement and a sign of the 
strength of the sport in Australia.

The key to the continued elite level success on the international stage is the continued development of all stages of 
the sport development pathway including grass roots through to elite and very importantly the maintenance and further 
development of the very successful Surfing Australia High Performance Centre (HPC) based at Casuarina Beach. The 
HPC has undergone a significant overhaul this year with a new manager and new fit out along with a targeted marketing 
strategy that has seen numbers triple in recent months. The HPC will continue to be the back bone of our national elite 
surfer development programs.

We have a very strong governance structure with a dynamic board and management team that are positioned well to take 
Surfing Australia to new heights. We look forward to the implementation of many new initiatives and programs in 2010 
and to the continued growth and development of surfing in Australia. 

Thank you to all stakeholders and the surfing community for your support and we look forward to working with you into the future.

 
 
 

Andrew Stark 
Chief Executive Officer

Welcome to the Surfing Australia Annual Report for 2009.
The last twelve months have proven to be a watershed time for Surfing Australia. The Board of Directors examined 

of the divisional or structural aspects of Surfing Australia changed materially, but the way business was done within 
those boundaries was re-defined and re-worked.

During this time, Surfing Australia appointed a new CEO, and new divisional heads for each of its main functional 
areas. We have also relocated the main administrative business to the Gold Coast, and devoted further resources 

stakeholders.

We believe this has set the groundwork for a future development plan for the sport of surfing in Australia. By no 
means will the immediate future be easy. Coming out of the global financial crisis has meant that there have been 
limited opportunities for new sponsorship. However, even if 2010 proves difficult financially, Surfing Australia will 
use this time to establish the sustainable revenue streams to take over from the old, outdated business model. 
Certainly, the team and the structure are now in place to take the organization forward.

As always, I would like to acknowledge the support of the Federal Government in 
assisting the sport of surfing. This support is, of course, financial, but also comes in 

sport, and as a healthy, participative activity for all Australians.

Congratulations also to our international teams and many thanks to those surfers who 

third place at the World Surfing Games for the Open Team testifies to the strength of 
Australian Surfing. Of course, we can never become complacent. Our superior track 

country is calling on its elite athletes to represent them. We need our very best talent 

Finally, in closing, many thanks are due to all those volunteers, clubs, and organizations 
that support the sport of surfing. Particularly I want to thank those staff members who stuck with Surfing Australia 
through a period of great change, and a formal welcome to all those new staff members who are now charged with 
charting the future of the sport in this country. 

 

Norm Innis
Chairman

CHAIRMAN,S REPORTCHAIRMANS REPORT CEO REPORTCEO REPORT
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The power of a successful sports system like Australia’s lies within the many cooperative 
partnerships and relationships between its system partners.

As our sports system has diversified and increased in complexity over the years, so 

system’s continued success and sustainability is to ensure that we all remain on the 
same page—that our links between each other, our leading programs, our roles and 
relationships are clearly defined and understood by all.

Sport operates in a dynamic, demanding and rapidly changing environment. The sources 
of change include advancing technologies, new structures and systems, products and 
services, people concerns and rising international competition and benchmarks. 

The Australian Government has flagged the need to address this change 
by reforming our sports system and has outlined its approach in the paper 
Australian Sport: Emerging Challenges, New Directions. 

The Government has also appointed an independent expert panel headed by lawyer David Crawford to investigate 
ways to ensure both high performance and community level sport is prepared for those challenges.

The Australian Sports Commission has already taken steps to review and evaluate our 
strategic position and intent in active consultation with national sporting organisations 
and other stakeholders. These system improvements will provide a foundation for any 
changes emerging from the Government process. 

Already we have identified a number of priorities. These include: the need to better 
align our high performance sport efforts with our partners; to work more collaboratively 
with state departments of sport and recreation in strategic approaches to growing 
participation in sport; to re-communicate the value of sport to the Australian community; 
and to retain and develop our best coaches.

Our efforts to act on these priorities are inherently intertwined with our partners. These partnerships represent a 
powerful tool in our ability to adapt to a changing environment, to share responsibilities, effectively communicate 
and continue to expand and strengthen sport. 

Our work together will ensure that the Australian sports system is progressive, robust and sustainable for 
decades to come. 

 

Matt Miller
Chief Executive Officer 
Australian Sports Commission

MESSAGE FROM THE AUSTRALIAN 
SPORTS COMMISSION PARTNERSSPORTS COMMISSION PARTNERSPARTNERS
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ASC:  Surfing Australia’s principal partner, the Australian Sports Commission (ASC), continues to
 
 
 

   in the development of international surfing programs and events as well as domestic  
   programs that offer benefits to the wider community.

ISA:  The International Surfing Association (ISA) is recognized by the International Olympic 
   Committee (IOC) as the World Governing Authority for Surfing and all Surfriding activities,  
   including Short  Board, Longboard, Bodyboard, Kneeboard, Skimboard, Tow In and Stand  
   Up Paddle surfing. It was originally founded as the International Surfing Federation in  

 
   Championships since 1980. 

ASP:  The Association of Surfing Professionals (ASP) is the peak body for professional surfing. 
   The ASP  runs the Men’s and Women’s Professional Championships along with the World  

 
   the World Professional Longboard Championships for both men and women. Surfing  
   Australia works with the ASP to develop new events and promote established events in its  
   capacity as the manager of the ASP Australasia region. 

IOC:  The International Olympic Committee (IOC) recognises Surfing Australia
   as the peak body for the sport in Australia. 

 
Australian Water Safety Council:
   Surfing Australia is a member of the Australian Water Safety Council, which has 

 
Southern Cross University:
   Our partnership with Southern Cross University continues to deliver opportunities through 
   research and education. The diploma of Sports Management (Surfing Studies) presented 

 
   Australia and provides the knowledge and skills required of employees and managers in  
   the global surf industry.

 
Coastalwatch:
   This long-standing partnership is a perfect fit. Coastalwatch is Australia’s leading surf  
   forecasting and surf information website, with a staggering 450,000 unique visitors each  

 
 

   content provider for their informative site.

 
Casuarina Beach:
   Our relationship with Casuarina Beach continues to grow with the Surfing Australia High  
   Performance Centre firmly positioned in this fantastic facility. This location is one of the 
   world’s most sought after high performance training locations and is the training facility  
   that will take Australian surfers to new heights in international success.



Norm Innis, resides on the Sunshine Coast (QLD) and has been a member 
of Surfing Australia’s board since 2004. He has a Bachelor’s degree in Commerce, 

in the administration of surfing as a consultant and as the acting chairman of the 

investment company, and also maintains his own Charitable Foundation that supports a 
wide variety of philanthropic pursuits in surfing. 

David Cross, resides in Queensland, and has been on Surfing Australia’s 
board since 2004. He is a Director of Hines Management Consultants; an executive 

organisations for over 20 years. He has extensive experience in Sport Management, 
Sport Products and Sport Education and has held various senior roles in these sectors. 
David was CEO for BASE, and more recently Firewire, both surfboard manufacturing 
companies based on the Gold Coast. David was a lecturer in post-graduate studies 
in Sport Management, as well as CEO of Australian University Sport. He has held a 
number of voluntary board positions over the years including the Industry Advisors 
Forum to Southern Cross University in Surfing Studies.  

Matt Finnis, is the Chief Executive Officer of the AFL Players’ Association 
(AFLPA).  The AFLPA represents the collective interests of AFL players across a broad 

advising numerous sporting organisations, businesses, athletes and government 
agencies in relation to a range of legal matters. In addition to being a board member 
of Surfing Australia, Matt also serves as a director of HeartKids Australia, a charity 
supporting children born with congenital heart disease.

Don O’Rorke,
board for the past two years. Don has a Business degree, and has been involved in 
property development and funds management for the past 30 years. Don is the Managing 

1979.  In 2007, Don expanded his private business operations to include hotel, resort 
and pub ownership and management. These services are provided through Consolidated 
Properties’ hotel division, the Pub Group. With business partners, Don is also part owner 
of Consolidated Properties’ affiliated businesses L2 Capital, Casuarina Beach (the home 

 
He is also a former director of listed national property group Trinity, in which he remains a 
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Mal Gregson, lives and surfs at Phillip Island, Victoria. He is a life member 

Surfing Australia and Surfing Victoria. Mal has been a board member since 1993. Mal 
has been an avid surfer since the late sixties and has won club, state and national 

the Australian Grommet Titles and a host of ASP related events. Mal helped pioneer 

Australian Team in Durban and Ecuador at the World Surfing Games. 

Sean Doherty, 

he has become its longest serving and most successful editor. During his tenure at Emap, 
Tracks publisher, he won three consecutive Writer of the Year awards as well as an Editor 
of the Year award. His writing has been published widely in magazines across the world, 
and has written three books. His debut book, the biography of surfing legend Michael 
Peterson, became a national bestseller and the basis for an upcoming feature film. He 
has commentated 30 WCT events, and works today as a freelance writer and editorial 
consultant. He has been a board member of Surfing Australia since 2004.

Robert Mitchell, resides on the Gold Coast in Queensland and has 
been a board member for the past 11 years. Having been involved within our sport for 
37 years, Bushy wears his heart on his sleeve and has covered all facets and then some. 
His biggest thrill is still getting the odd wave, meeting people and seeing a first time surfer 
progress through the ranks. Bushy is an A Grade Mechanic by trade, with a mechanical 
engineer background. 

BOARD MEMBER BOARD MEMBER BOARD MEMBER              PROFILES           PROFILES           PROFILES

BOARD MEMBERS

CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER 
Andrew Stark

ASP AUSTRALASIA 
TOUR MANAGER

ASP AUST ADMIN MANAGER
Holly Thorburn

OFFICE MANAGER
Bree Wilson

MEDIA MANAGER 

EVENTS 
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER FINANCE  MANAGER

Peter Lonergan

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CENTER MANAGER

SPORT 
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

Chris Symington

Mal Gregson, li

Sean Doherty,

Robert Mitchell, 

Matt Finnis, is the Chief Executive Officer of the AFL Players’ Association 

Don O’Rorke,

David Cross, resides in Queensland, and has been on Surfing Australia’s 

SURFING AUSTRALIA ORGANISATIONAL CHARTSURFING AUSTRALIA ORGANISATIONAL CHART



The surf school industry is one of the fastest growing industries on the Australian coastline, 
as the general community are able to experience “the joy of surfing” in a safe and controlled 

environment. The 81 Surfing Australia licensed surf schools operating nationwide delivered in 
excess of 314,000 individual lessons last year, to both local and international visitors.  

All Surfing Australia surf schools operate under a stringent licensing program with over 1,600 accredited coaches 
delivering The Safe Surfing Program. The program ensures safe and secure delivery by all member schools, thus 

Surfing Australia surf schools again participated in the biggest 

girls hit the beaches Australia wide. The promotion not only 
supports the surf school network - it is also a great tool to 
increase female participation in surfing. 

Surfing Australia Surf Schools will encounter 
significant change in the coming year with the 
opening up of the membership program to allow 
more quality schools to join the recognized national 
quality assured system.

209 Clubs
16,500 Club Members
2000 Club Rounds
Club surfing is the grass roots of Australian surfing. The clubs are an absolute fundamental part of the sport development pathway. 

skills required to pursue a competitive career, and introduce surfers to the support and friendship offered by club membership.  

The above figures show a participation increase of approximately 1000 people in the last three years. 
There are as many surfers competing in the Senior divisions as in the Junior divisions, and the gender 
ratio is approximately one female surfer to every five male surfers. 70% of clubs have accredited 
judges and 57% of clubs have accredited coaches.

The Australian boardriding club culture is envied globally and 
the sport development outcomes from our incredibly strong 
club structure are evident on the global stage. Club surfing will 
be an absolute focus in years to come for Surfing Australia as 
we continue to strive for domination at the highest level of our 

in our sport.

SURFING AUSTRALIA SURF SCHOOLSSURFING AUSTRALIA SURF SCHOOLS BOARDRIDERS CLUBSBOARDRIDERS CLUBS
209 Clubs
16,500 Club Members
2000 Club Rounds



Australia’s surfing performances on the world stage continue to inspire thousands of young 
Australians to participate in the sport. The entry level programs conducted at schools are regarded 

as the global benchmark.

Last year, Surfing Australia delivered its updated 
Level 2 Coaching Program, which has been designed 
to improve the ability of coaches to deliver ‘skill and 
technique’ to the growing community of competitive 
surfers who are seeking to pursue a career as a 
professional surfer.

Surfing Australia will continue to develop its coaching 

surfing community. Our education programs are constantly being assessed to ensure we are providing a clear 
development pathway for all participants, with a view to creating a stronger surfing industry.

Surfing Australia’s coaching programs are utilised in 30 countries, while Surfing Australia’s 
judging programs are utilised in 15 countries. This is an area that continues to expand through 
a great working relationship with the International Surfing Association which recognises Australia 
as the world leaders in Surf Education.

The education department of Surfing Australia will see significant developments in the next 2 years with the 

the absolute cutting edge of surf education throughout Australia.
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Website 

Surfing Australia will launch a dynamic and user-friendly website in 2009 that will transform the way the wider 

At www.surfingaustralia.com surfers of all ages and abilities will be able to access events across the country, 
as well as online shopping, the High Performance Centre, educational resources, Team Australia updates, surf 
reports, the latest surf news from around the globe, videos, boardriding clubs and the Surfing Australia newsletter, 
all in a simple, easy-to-navigate manner.

It is expected that the site will be functional by the end of November 2009 and will accompany 
the revamp of the states (NSW, VIC, TAS, SA and WA) websites.  The current annual unique visitors 
is over 750,000 with expectations of exceeding 1 million unique viewers by the end of 2010.

Newsletter

Winter 2009, the second edition is expected to hit the printing press in early 
December.

community with up-to-date information on surfing in Australia and the 
Australasian region.

This communication tool has received outstanding feedback 
and will be a permanent fixture in our communication strategy 
moving forward.

Media
Surfing Australia’s media centre continues to service many events in the Australasian region, from the highest level 
(ASP) through to state and regional events.

have media personnel who have been trained in the systems and have invested in the optimal camera hardware.

The media model Surfing Australia has in place is the reason many national and state event 
circuits and stand-alone events are viable. The system almost guarantees significant mainstream 
coverage for sponsors and ensures sponsors are achieving positive return on investment.

While photojournalism forms the base of the media structure, media staff at Surfing Australia 
also have the knowledge and contacts to activate high-level national television news feeds and 
web highlight clips, which are essential media tools for events. 

EDUCATION EDUCATION EDUCATION              COMMUNICATIONS COMMUNICATIONS COMMUNICATIONS

Media



In 2009 the HPC has seen major operational and staff changes to stay on the cutting edge 
of athlete coaching and development in surfing.

After opening its doors in 2004, the HPC has always been committed to developing surfer excellence, offering 
athletes access to the world’s best coaches, state of the art facilities, a prime surfing location and a wide range of 
programs that are available to surfers of all ability levels.

In 2009 the HPC remained committed 
to this strategy but also focused on 
implementing a new marketing plan, 
sourcing international booking agents 
and broadening the available services 
to meet the needs of every surfer.

Under the guidance of CEO Andrew Stark, 

Fuller and Martin Dunn have successfully implemented the HPC coaching programs.

In 2009 the HPC has seen an increase of surfers accessing the services due to a marketing plan that includes 
direct mail outs, positive word-of-mouth, website advertisements on Coastalwatch and Surfing Australia, magazine 
advertisements and constant updates to HPC customers via an e-newsletter. 

Australia to utilise the HPC.

In 2009 over six hundred surfers have taken part in the following programs:

 
 

With the acquisition of a larger office space the HPC is in a great position moving into 2010.

SURFING AUSTRALIA
HIGH PERFORMANCE CENTRE (HPC)HIGH PERFORMANCE CENTRE (HPC)HIGH PERFORMANCE CENTRE (HPC) SURFER ELITE PROGRAMSURFER ELITE PROGRAM

 
the Layne Beachley camp. The camps host the future stars of Australian surfing and 
in 2009, Surfing Australia witnessed the next generation of surfers setting new levels 
in standout surfing.

through the transition from competition surfers to professional athletes.

Mark Richards attended the MR Camp and was stoked 
to see the future of Australian surfing in good hands. 

 
for a further 20 of Australia’s future surfing stars.

At the end of each SEP camp a ‘most promising’ award 
is presented to one athlete. This award is very prestigious, 
with a number of athletes engraved on the perpetual trophy 
going on to professional careers. In 2009 the awards went 
to the following athletes: 

Mark Richards Camp:  Eli Steele (Moffat Beach, Queensland)

Layne Beachley Camp:  
Longboard Camp:   
Bodyboard Camp:   

 

 

Mark Richards Camp: Eli Steele (Moffat Beach, Queensland)

Layne Beachley Camp: 
Longboard Camp:   
Bodyboard Camp:   

The Surfer Elite Program (SEP) provides scholarships and educational programs to the next 
generation of Australian surfers. Junior surfers are selected by their state branch to take part in 
week-long development camps held at the Surfing Australia High Performance Centre (HPC). 
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Heading to the 2009 Billabong ISA World Surfing Games in Costa Rica, Travelsim Team Australia 
were looking to claim a fourth consecutive teams title.

Boasting a stellar Open team, under the guidance of head coach Barton Lynch, standout 

short of the gold medal. Travelsim Team Australia was forced to settle for a bronze medallion 
with USA taking home the gold and France finishing with the silver.

A highlight for Travelsim Team Australia came in the Aloha Cup tag team event, where 
Australia led from the opening exchange and compiled an unassailable lead.

The future success of Team Australia will be heavily reliant on the inclusion of our elite level World Tour surfers. 

 
Open Men       Place

 
 
 

Open Women                           Place
 

Longboard       Place
   

National Team Rankings   Place Points
   USA       1  14910 
   France       2  13280 
   Australia      3  10996 
   Hawaii        4  10856 
   South Africa      5  10666

TEAM AUSTRALIA - QUIKSILVER ISA
WORLD JUNIOR SURFING CHAMPIONSHIPSWORLD JUNIOR SURFING CHAMPIONSHIPS
TEAM AUSTRALIA - QUIKSILVER ISA
WORLD JUNIOR SURFING CHAMPIONSHIPS
TEAM AUSTRALIA - QUIKSILVER ISA TRAVELSIM TEAM AUSTRALIA

ISA BILLABONG WORLD SURFING GAMESISA BILLABONG WORLD SURFING GAMES

After almost a month of training at the Surfing Australia High Performance Centre, Team Australia 
made the long journey to Ecuador for the 2009 Quiksilver ISA World Junior Surfing Championships.

In a dramatic victory, Team Australia was crowned champions for the fourth consecutive year.

into first place. The amazing victory would not have been possible without the great results from each team member.

 
Under 18 Boys division    Place

 
 
 

Under 16 Boys division             Place
 
 
 

Under 18 Girls division    Place
 
 
 

National Team Rankings      Place    Points
   Australia                                              1  5383 
   Hawaii                              2             5263 
   Brazil                                                 3  4920 
   USA                                                       4  4603 
   France       5  4566

In 2010 Team Australia will head to New Zealand for a shot at a fifth consecutive ISA World Junior Title.

Under 16 Boys division             Place

Under 18 Girls division    Place

National Team Rankings      Place    Points

®®

®

®
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Surfing Australia managed, sanctioned and was associated with a number of high-quality events 
in 2008-2009. With new Events Manager Jake White on board, Surfing Australia events continued 

to attract the best local competitors, as well as a growing list of international competitors seeking 
exposure and experience within the competitive environment of Australian Surfing.

Rusty Grom Fest (Lennox Head, NSW):

Country Energy Australian Surf Festival (Port Macquarie, NSW):  The 2009 Country Energy Australian 
Surf Festival (15th-29th August) was a resounding success, with over 344 competitors vying for 23 different 

Constable taking the crown. 

Arnette Australian Junior Titles (Sunshine Coast, QLD):  Australia is set to continue its domination of the 

coordinating live scores, results, audio, image and daily video highlights for the event. Fuel TV and Fox Sport will 
be showing daily updates from the event, which has been organised by Surfing Australia. 

Coastalwatch Surf For Life:  Across Summer 2009-2010, Surfing Australia will be managing Coastalwatch 

club members will compete alongside celebrities to raise awareness of the Starlight Children’s Foundation while 

19

EVENTSEVENTS EVENTSEVENTSEVENTS

Rip Curl Grom Search: 

A record number of competitors have entered into this year’s series, with an unprecedented 120 strong field for 
the Victorian leg of the national series. Like previous years, Surfing Australia is managing the series, in particular 
providing insurance and event services.

Wahu Surfer Groms Comps: Summer is shaping up as a cracker for the nation’s up and coming micro grommets 

Australia and encourages participation at a younger age level. Included will be the parent assist divisions for the 
5-8 year olds. 

Jim Beam Surftag: 

Australia, with direct access to the grass roots of the sport. 

 
INTERNATIONAL EVENTS:
Billabong Cloud 9 Invitational;  Surfing Australia managed the 
Billabong Cloud 9 Invitational in the Philippines in 2009. The prestigious 
event, held between October 21-27 2009, is by invitation only.  Invitees 

Garret Parkes took home the prestigious trophy and USD $7500 
winners cheque.

Oakley Global Challenge: Surfing Australia provided event 
management and media services for the Oakley Global Challenge in 

at Keramas in Bali, Indonesia. The winner Australian Sam Wrench taking 
home USD$20,000.

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS:



   SURFING NEW SOUTH WALES
   With 10 regional associations, a professional calendar of events, educational courses and  

 
   surfing state.

 
   regular club series, a regional qualifying structure that leads into a strong state 

NSW can also boast one of the most attractive membership programs in the nation. This has been 
proven by the increase in membership in the 3 years since the program was implemented.

   SURFING VICTORIA
   Surfing Victoria continues to be a significant contributor to surfing at all levels, and has 

 

   programs. An extensive event calendar creates opportunity at school, club, state and  

 

   at Bells Beach.  A strong approach to sport development sees a range of specialty   

   programs for women, indigenous, and numerous ‘have-a-go’ days.

A target area for the near future is elite surfer development, to assist in providing a stronger 
pathway for Victorian surfers into the professional ranks.

   SURFING QUEENSLAND
   Surfing Queensland underwent a change of leadership in 2009, with the appointment  
   of new Chief Executive Officer Craig Harland. Under Craig’s leadership, Surfing  
   Queensland has continued to deliver quality professional events, surf coaching and  
   education programs designed to grow the sport to its maximum potential throughout 
   the region. 

   Surfing Queensland’s proven development programs, strong club network, expanding 
membership and array of exciting events continues to produce outstanding levels of achievement, which 
was highlighted by the incredible success of Queensland’s Longboard and Surf Masters teams at this year’s 
Australian Titles.   

Surfing Queensland is also excited to continue our commitment to the development of the sport 
through grass-roots initiatives such as the free ‘Get Wet Weekend,’ which by 2010 will see up to 
2000 people in Queensland experience surfing for the first time. 

Lastly, Surfing Queensland has secured an array of outstanding events to spearhead the 2010 calendar 
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SURFING SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Surfing South Australia has continued to build on its impressive growth over the last few 
years. With another big year fueled by a solid stable of corporate sponsors, Surfing SA 
has been able to make a contribution to the national scene through 

 
 

ave series culminated in a unique
concept, the ‘Fantastic Intense Wave Invitational’ helpin
special coastline on the map.

The Junior Pro increased in status and prize money this year, and many initiatives, such as the 
growth of Learn to Surf and the development of programs for disadvantaged groups have been 
extremely successful. Surfing SA continues to develop its staff and volunteer pools and the range 
and uniqueness of its events is extremely exciting.

SURFING TASMANIA
Surfing Tasmania’s members contribute on all levels towards the overall health 
of Australian surfing.  A tiered state event series, combined with Tasmania’s participation 
in all national programs, ensures that comparative opportunity exists 
for Tasmanian members.

Surfing Tasmania was recently involved in its first ASP WQS
event and first sanctioned professional event in over ten years. 

Surfing Tasmania is currently enjoying a resurgence in junior participation levels alongside 
increased media and sponsor support.

SURFING WESTERN AUSTRALIA
 

past year. With a new business plan, the association seeks to deliver a range of services 
and products to benefit our members. Surfing WA has prided itself on a strong events 
structure and the delivery of iconic international events. The development of the 

 
forefront Surfing WA’s efforts moving forward.

With surfing growing in popularity, WA’s biggest surf school at Trigg Beach will look 
 

This education will carry on to elite athlete development, new surf safety programs and environmental 
awareness campaigns.

Regional growth and development will again play a major role at Surfing WA moving forward. 
Special interest in the South-West and North-West of the state will hopefully result in increased 
rescources and facilities for members living outside of the Perth metropolitan area.

STATE BRANCHESSTATE BRANCHESSTATE BRANCHES STATE BRANCHESSTATE BRANCHESSTATE BRANCHES
SURFING NEW SOUTH WALES SURFING SOUTH AUSTRALIA

SURFING TASMANIA

SURFING WESTERN AUSTRALIA

SURFING VICTORIA

SURFING QUEENSLAND



INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2009
          2009  2008 
          $  $ 

 
   Direct Operating Expense    -813,438 -1,262,479 
   Employee benefits expense    -711,695 -589,009 
   Depreciation and amortisation expenses  -16,979 -16,324 
   Legal Fees      -21,844 -6,661 
   Telephone      -26,757 -28,704 
   Other Administration     -203,527 -137,595 
   Operating Leases     -31,149 -29,324 
   Profit before income tax    2,338  341,150 
   Profit from operations     2,338  341,150

CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2009
          2009  2008 
          $  $

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
 

   Operating grants receipts    565,000 555,000 
   Payments to suppliers and employees   (1,854,055) (2,083,837) 
   Interest received     39,794  55,953 
   Interest Paid        (1,949) 

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
   Purchase of property, plant and equipment  (59,543) (13,962) 

 

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
 

 
   Cash at beginning of financial year   931,167 584,153 
   Cash at end of financial year    808,506 931,167
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 JUNE 2009
          2009  2008 
          $  $

ASSETS
 

   Cash and cash equivalents    808,506 931,167 
   Trade and other receivables    146,585 143,126 
   Other current assets     86,619  75,831

 
   Trade & Other receivables    25,068  33,517 
   Property, plant and equipment    66,286  28,142

   TOTAL ASSETS     1,133,065 1,211,783

CURRENT LIABILITIES
   Trade and other payables    316,851 397,908

   TOTAL LIABILITIES     316,851 397,908

EQUITY

   TOTAL EQUITY     816,214 813,876

STATEMENT OF RECOGNISED INCOME & EXPENSE 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2009

Total

       $  $  $  $ 
 

   Profit attributable to members 341,150 -  -  341,150 
 

   Profit attributable to members 2,338  -  -  2,338

FINANCIALSFINANCIALSFINANCIALS FINANCIALSFINANCIALSFINANCIALS
          2009  2008
          $  $
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       $  $  $  $
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Profit attributable to members 2,338  -  -  2,338
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Cash at end of financial year    808,506 931,167
Cash at beginning of financial year   931,167 584,153

Purchase of property, plant and equipment  (59,543) (13,962)

Interest Paid        (1,949)



The Australian Surfing Awards, incorporating the Hall of Fame, were initiated by Surfing Australia 
in 1985 to preserve the history of Australian surfing, honour its greats and recognise those who 

have contributed to the surfing lifestyle. 

The awards honour inductees in a range of categories, including surfing performance, service to the sport, in-
novation and lifestyle. The 2009 Australian Surfing Awards saw Stan Couper and Gary Elkerton be inducted into 
the Hall of Fame.

2009 Australian Surfing Award Winners:
   Male Surfer of the Year     Bede Durbidge 
   Female Surfer of the year    Steph Gilmore 

 
   Surf Industry      Coastalwatch 
   Pioneer       Firewire 
   Lifestyle      Barry McGuigan 
   Club       Coolum Boardriders  
   Stan Couper      Adrian Sorati 
   Culture       Breath by Tim Winto 

 

Gary Elkerton
Stan Couper

Gary Elkerton

Gary “Kong” Elkerton is the quintessential 
power surfer. He’s big, he’s brash, and 
he can lay the rail better than 99% of 
the guys in the water. In an era regarded 
more for its flash than substance, 
Elkerton was a surfer who could back up 
the hype. The big man was untouchable 
in everything from six to 20 feet. A three 
time world runner-up during the ’80’s 
and ’90’s, Elkerton came out firing in the 
ASP’s Masters Championships, claiming 
the ASP World Masters Title in 2000, 
2001 and 2003. 

Stan Couper
 
Surfing Australia President and long time Victorian President and 
office-bearer. Outstanding administrator, contest 
in the 60’s and early 70’s. Credited with documenting Australian 

during a period of competition development & the emergence 
of country soul surfing which questioned competition relevance. 
Influential in the establishment and maintenance of the first 
surfing reserve for surfers’ exclusive use, the Bells Beach Surfing 

of the World Surfing Championships in 1970 at Bells Beach. 
Photo - Wayne Lynch, Vi Couper and Gail Couper at Stan Couper’s Induction Ceremony at Surf World
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AUSTRALIAN SURFING AWARDS
(INCORPORATING THE HALL OF FAME)(INCORPORATING THE HALL OF FAME)(INCORPORATING THE HALL OF FAME) INDUCTEESINDUCTEESINDUCTEES

2009 Australian Surfing Award Winners:

Gary Elkerton
Stan Couper



In 2009 Surfing Australia rebranded. We acknowledged the need for a new logo that would 
incorporate the history however convey a sharp fresh innovative image. Among this was the 

essential need to align the state branches with the same brand and the results have been well 
received and position us well for the future.
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BRANDBRANDBRAND
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®

®

ASP AUSTRALASIAASP AUSTRALASIAASP AUSTRALASIA
2008-2009 saw major operational changes at ASP Australasia, to ensure its continued success well 

into the future. Staffing shifts saw Andrew Stark engaged in the newly created role of Chief Executive 
Officer. Dane Jordan moved into the Tour Manager role after previously filling the Operations Manager 

position, and Steve Robertson was employed in-house as the ASP Australasia Media Manager.

A revised management agreement securing the future of ASP Australasia has now been signed between Surfing 
Australia and ASP International, further strengthening ASP Australasia and Surfing Australia’s ability to provide a 
structured and professional career pathway in our region.

Despite the global economic crisis, ASP Australasia maintained its position as a global leader in professional events, 
sanctioning and managing four men’s World Qualifying Series (WQS) events, two women’s WQS events, three men’s 

The SriLankan Airlines Pro, which is a wholly ASP Australasia managed event, was run again in the Maldives, produc-
ing possibly the best final in ASP history and cementing the event as the premiere WQS event on the ASP calendar.

ASP Australasia’s groundbreaking ways are set to continue in 2010 with the addition of several new 
Pro Junior and WQS events throughout the region, creating improved opportunities for Australasian 
surfers and maintaining the ASP Australasia Pro Junior Series as the biggest and most lucrative 
regional Pro Junior series in the world.

annual event.

ASP Australasia have also been working on implementing improved media strategies across television, web and print 
media. These strategies have seen improved results across all mediums and for all events, ensuring professional surf-
ing remains a valuable sponsorship commodity.

Overall, ASP Australasia is in a great position to capitalise on the improving world economy and we look forward to 
working with all of our licensees and stakeholders in 2010 and beyond.


